ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

A PUZZLER’S PARADISE by Dmitri A. Borgmann
1. trinades 2. mutations 3. metagrams 4. the centos 5. logogriphs
arithmores 11. long ciphers 12. enigmas 13. rebuses 14. linkades
15. anagrams 16. charades 17. diamonds 18. sotadics 19. homonyms
20. reversals 21. lipograms 22. antigrams 23. acrostics 24. kick-
shaws 25. heteronyms 26. alternades 27. rhopalisms 28. numericals
29. equivokes 30. palindromes 31. acrostics 32. transposals 33.
word ladders 34. transpositions

ROBOTS ON THE RAMPAGE by Dmitri A. Borgmann
1. (The) Tin Woodman 2. automaton 3. cylon 4. manikin 5. Robby
6. android (or) androides 7. Bionic Man (or) Bionic Woman 8. lay
figure (or) mannequin 9. (a) Stepford wife 10. cyborg 11. homuncu-
R2-D2 17. pantine 18. Clockwork Orange 19. Frankenstein’s monster
(or) Frankenstein 20. televox

MYSTERY MAMMALS by Dmitri A. Borgmann
The names are listed in the order of their appearance in the sen-
tences: 1. mule (spelled backward) 2. jack (a male donkey) 3.
jackal (a wild dog) 4. okapi (an African mammal related to the
giraffe) 5. lass (a young human female) 6. ass (a donkey) 7. boar
(a wild hog) 8. gnu (spelled backward) 9. morse (the walrus:
a marine mammal) 10. manatee (a tropical, aquatic mammal) 11.
yap (a yelping dog) 12. yapok (a South American aquatic opossum)
13. gam (a group of whales swimming together) 14. fall (the lambs
born at one time) 15. apar (the three-banded armadillo) 16. bat
(a flying mammal) 17. tab (a domestic cat, spelled backward) 18.
cat (a feline) 19. infant (a very young human) 20. man (an adult
human male) 21. eland (an African antelope) 22. dog (a canine)

THE ETERNAL FEMININE by Dmitri A. Borgmann
1. Adelina or Daniela 2. Armina or Marian or Marina 3. Arnolda
or Orianda or Rolanda or Ronaldo 4. Averil or Elvira 5. Leona
or Neola 6. Aline or Elina or Nelia 7. Isabel or Leisa 8. Mabel
or Mable or Melba 9. Carol or Coral 10. Caroline or Cornelia 11.
Carmie or Marcie 12. Elnore or Lorene 13. Claire or Elrica 14. Dor-
otha or Theodora 15. Aileen or Elaine 16. Alice or Celia 17. Dan-
ielle or Elladine 18. Lorena or Orela 19. Aingeal or Galiana 20.
Ardis or Sidra 21. Marlina or Merlina 22. Carmella or Marcella
23. Melosa or Salome 24. Easter or Teresa 25. Esther or Hester
SINGER, SINGER! by Dmitri A. Borgmann


QUELQUE CHOSE by Dmitri A. Borgmann

From A to Z:
1. Replace each letter of each word by its numerical position in the alphabet (A = 1, B = 2, ..., Z = 26). Then add the individual letter values for each word. You will find that no two of the words have the same total: the word totals range from a low of 39 for ANGEL to a high of 89 for YOUTH.
2. I used an 1869 dictionary merely to try throwing you off the track.
3. Arrange the word value totals in numerical order. You will find that 1 is in the 30s, 4 are in the 40s, 8 are in the 50s, 8 are in the 60s, 4 are in the 70s, and 1 is in the 80s.

The number sequence 1-4-8-8-4-1 is a palindromic one.

A Colorful Problem: 1. ash (gray) 2. bat (gray) 3. bay (brown) 4. boa (green) 5. daw (yellow) 6. doe (brown) 7. dun (gray) 8. elk (brown) 9. fir (green) 10. fog (blue) 11. fox (brown) 12. gul (rose) 13. hay (yellow) 14. ivy (green) 15. jay (blue) 16. jet (black) 17. mum (red) 18. oak (brown) 19. rat (gray) 20. sky (blue) 21. tea (yellow-green) 22. wax (yellow). All of these color names are in Webster's Third Edition.

MAMMAL MAGIC by Dmitri A. Borgmann


ALPHABOXES by David Morice (November 1987 Kickshaws)

Puzzle #1: Horizontal--boy, ear; gulf, as; dark, up Vertical--silt, nut; ham. mote; bin, kiss
Puzzle #2: Horizontal--art, his. yolk; fly, ego, mark; imp, joke, daze; box, wear, find Vertical--mock, boss, ode; snow, hog, quip; kilt, cut. rile; late, long, doll

INSTRUCTION

Word Ways is fiction or non-fiction, should be sent to Morristown, New Jersey. It is only non-fiction that should be sent. Crossword puzzle black or ink.

In non-fiction statements to any investigator words have been identified, if a word is to be identified, it can be given to non-subscribers, which their names on it.

INSTRUCTION

Word Ways is a subscription, instead, it charges 30 cents in 19... the basic fee of two... 1) of an address.

The difference is foreign (in...